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Business Entities
and your disaBility ContraCt

These Materials and the documents within the Materials are the sole and exclusive property of Union Security Insurance Company. Any 
unauthorized use, reproduction, or distribution of these copyrighted materials is strictly prohibited without the express, prior written 
consent of Union Security Insurance Company.





Disclaimer:  These materials are made available for information purposes only. These materials are designed to provide 
general information with respect to certain types of business entities and certain aspects of those business entities. 
No representation is made that the information provided is comprehensive or anything more than an overview. The 
information contained in these materials is not intended and should not be viewed as business, financial, or legal advice. 
Specific questions about the tax, legal, or business implications of your business entity, the business owners, and related 
matters should be referred to your qualified advisor or counsel. These materials do not and should not be deemed to be 
in any way made available as an inducement to establish or maintain a business relationship with Assurant Employee 
Benefits.

IRS Circular 230 Notice:  To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we 
inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written 
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purposes of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer, (ii) 
promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein, and (iii) you 
should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent advisor.

Assurant Employee Benefits is the brand name for insurance products underwritten and issued by Union Security 
Insurance Company. In New York, insurance products are underwritten and prepaid dental products are provided by 
Union Security Life Insurance Company of New York which is solely licensed in New York, has its principal place of 
business in Fayetteville, New York, and is solely responsible for the financial obligations of its policies. 
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Introduction

the type of legal entity through which a business owner chooses to conduct business potentially impacts the 
business owner in a number of ways. those impacts vary from how much input the business owner has on how 
the business is conducted, whether the business owner’s personal assets are subject to claims of creditors 
of the business entity, as well as how business owners who work full-time in the business are treated under 
employee benefit plans sponsored by the business entity.
 
Why read these materials?
taking time early in the sales process to understand the type of business entity the owner has formed and 
the types of earnings the business owner receives from that entity can reduce the potential for unintended 
consequences for those business owners, especially if the business owner later files a claim for benefits under 
the group policy. these materials will help you ask the pertinent questions to obtain necessary information 
about the business entity and owner(s) so that you can reduce the likelihood that certain unintended 
consequences may impact the business owner — 

  • underinsurance
  • lack of insurance
  • No benefit payable
  • delay in claim determination
 
These materials also provide our standard group policy language as it relates to business owners, as well as, 
suggestions and direction when our standard language does not meet the needs of the business owner.  

What are your next steps?

  1. Complete the checklist on page 8.

  2. determine the group’s business entity type.

  3. review the business owner’s eligibility for coverage and source(s) of income from the business. 

  4. discuss with your insurance carrier your client’s business entity type, the business owner’s eligibility and    

      source(s) of income from the business. 

  5. the insurance carrier should be able to evaluate the situation and determine what level of coverage is  

      available for the business owner and how the group policy should be written. 

Ensuring effective communication between the insurance carrier and potential policyholder is one of the most 
critical roles a broker plays. Providing the insurance carrier with the information necessary to evaluate a 
group insurance plan based on the specific needs of their client so there are no surprises at claim time.
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#3

Here are Four Examples of the Most Common Pitfalls:

Karen is the sole proprietor of a 10 life landscaping company who discovers that she is not covered under the 
group disability insurance policy.

How did this happen?
A standard eligible class definition in a group disability policy only covers active full-time employees of the 
policyholder. a sole proprietor is not considered an employee so Karen is not covered in the eligible class.  

How could this have been prevented?
By making sure that the eligible class of the disability policy includes both the sole proprietor and employees if 
Karen is intended to be covered.  

Ben is a partner in a car dealership who is actively at work and is covered under the group disability insurance 
policy. Upon filing a claim, he is informed that no disability benefit is payable even though he qualifies as 
disabled and premiums are paid to date.

How did this happen?
A disability benefit is based upon covered monthly pay defined in the disability policy as ordinary income as 
reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from the policyholder for the prior calendar year. a 
review of Ben’s ordinary income as reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 – to determine the 
disability benefit amount – revealed an ordinary loss for the prior calendar year.  

How could this have been prevented?
The group disability policy was issued with a standard earnings definition for partners of a partnership, and, 
as issued, does not take into account the potential for fluctuations in earnings from year to year. An earnings 
definition that takes into account the average ordinary income as reported on the Partner’s Schedule K-1, IRS 
Form 1065 over a greater period of time - such as three years - could have been used.  

A group disability insurance policy is issued to the Richard and Scott Law firm, a partnership. The policy covers 
both the partners and the common law employees of the firm. Monthly pay for partners is defined as ordinary 
income from the partnership as reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 for the prior calendar 
year. Ms. richard, one of the partners, becomes disabled. ordinary income as reported on her Partner’s 
Schedule K-1, IRS Form 1065 for the prior calendar year was $2,000, resulting in a monthly benefit of $100, the 
minimum benefit.

How did this happen?  
A significant portion of Ms. Richard’s earnings are not considered in the monthly pay definition. Ms. Richard’s 
Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065, for the prior calendar year also reported guaranteed payments from the 
partnership of $200,000. Failure to include guaranteed payments resulted in underinsurance.

How could this have been prevented?  
The monthly pay definition could have included guaranteed payments as well as ordinary income both as 
reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065.

#1

#2
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#4  a group disability insurance policy is issued to the doctors Group, P.C. the group policy covers the 
shareholders and common law employees of the doctors Group, P.C. Monthly pay for the shareholders is draw 
or salary received from the doctors Group, P.C. dr. dutton becomes disabled. at claim time it is discovered 
that all of the shareholders of the doctors Group, P.C. are other professional corporations. dr. dutton is the 
sole shareholder/employee of dr. dutton, P.C.  dr. dutton, P.C., not dr. dutton, is the shareholder of the 
doctors Group, P.C. is dr. dutton covered under the group policy and if yes, what earnings are covered? no 
benefits can be paid until more information is obtained.

How did this happen? 
The group insurance carrier was not notified at the time the group policy was issued that the shareholders were 
other professional corporations. Because of this failure, no benefits can be paid and additional information 
must be provided to the group insurer to evaluate the situation.

How could this have been prevented?  
the ownership structure of the doctors Group, P.C. should have been discussed before the group disability 
policy was issued. underwriting likely would have agreed to add dr. dutton, P.C. and the other professional 
corporations that are the actual shareholders of the doctors Group, P.C. as associated companies. Had that 
occurred, the employee/shareholder of each of those associated companies would have been covered under 
the group disability policy.

additional information provided at claim time revealed that dr. dutton, P.C. (not dr. dutton) receives a draw 
from the doctors Group, P.C., plus 1099 income from the doctors Hospital, a separate corporation. What 
portion of dr. dutton’s income from dr. dutton, P.C. is covered under the group disability policy? 

only that portion of draw and salary that dr. dutton receives from dr. dutton, P.C. (not the doctors Group, 
P.C.) that is attributable to work performed by dr. dutton for the doctors Group, P.C. will be considered in 
monthly pay. the 1099 income received by dr. dutton, P.C. from the doctors Hospital will be excluded.

dr. dutton may be underinsured. if this potential outcome had been recognized prior to claim time, dr. dutton 
may have purchased individual disability insurance coverage to supplement the group disability coverage.
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Checklist of Things Your Insurer Needs to Know

this Checklist includes basic questions an insurance carrier needs to know to underwrite and if approved, 
properly issue a group policy that covers both employees and the business owners.  

1. Who is the policyholder (legal name)?

2. Who is covered under the policy?

   Business owner(s)
   Employees
   others – need to specify 

3. are business owners at active work for policyholder?

4. are business owners individual persons or other entities?

5. if business owners are other entities, will those entities be covered under policy? 

6. if yes to 5, what are the legal names, and who is covered at each entity?

7. How are covered business owners(s) compensated?

8. do business owners receive income from more than one source?

9. do business owners work only for the policyholder?

10. if no to 9, where do business owners work?

additional Considerations:

• the above information will assist in accurately completing our group preliminary application for insurance.

• Group insurance policies insure only individual persons, not other entities. if the business entity owners are  
   other entities, the owners of those entities are not covered unless approved by underwriting and listed as an  
   associated company in the group policy.

• if the business entity type changes, contact your insurance carrier.
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* We administer as draw plus salary from the policyholder for the prior calendar year.

Sole Proprietorships

Consider the following  —

Name:     the name of the sole proprietor. May have a doing business as  
     (dba) name.

Potential Covered Persons:  • sole Proprietor

       • Common law Employees

Sole Proprietor:                             • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the sole proprietorship

       • is not an employee of the sole proprietorship
       • does not receive an irs Form W-2 from the sole proprietorship

Tax Status:    sole proprietorship is not a separate taxable entity

Unique Characteristics:    sole proprietor and sole proprietorship are same person 
                                  
Potential for Associated Companies: low

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Sole Proprietor is Covered

Eligible Class:    Each full-time sole proprietor or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Sole Proprietor:   draw or salary from the policyholder for prior calendar year.*

Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for   
     the prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other    
     compensation not considered basic wages or salary). 

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval.

• For Sole Proprietors whose draw or salary fluctuates from year to year, consider a two or three year average. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales 
representative for assistance.
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Partnerships

Consider the following —

Name: not required to include “partnership”

Potential Covered Persons: • Partners
 • Common law Employees

Partners:                                             • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the partnership
 • are not employees of the partnership
 • do not receive an irs Form W-2 from the partnership
 • Could be another business entity

Tax Status: Partnership is not a separate taxable entity

Unique Characteristics: Must be formed by at least 2 persons

Potential for Associated Companies: yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Partners are Covered

Eligible Class:    Each full-time partner or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Partners:    ordinary income as reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form   
     1065 from the policyholder for the prior calendar year. 

Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for   
     the prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other    
     compensation not considered basic wages or salary).  

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval.

• Partners whose ordinary income fluctuates from year to year, consider a two or three year average of ordinary 
income as reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from policyholder. if a substantial portion of 
earnings from the partnership are guaranteed payments, consider either guaranteed payments (with or without 
ordinary income) as reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from policyholder, or net earnings from 
self-employment reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from policyholder.  

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales 
representative for assistance.
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Limited Partnerships

Consider the following —

Name: includes limited Partnership, limited, ltd, or l.P.

Potential Covered Persons: • General Partners
  • limited Partners (requires underwriting approval)
  • Common law Employees

Partners (General or Limited):             Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the limited partnership
                                                                      
General Partners: • are not employees of the limited partnership
  • do not receive an irs Form W-2 from the limited partnership
  • Could be another business entity

Limited Partners:                                 • Generally considered investors
  • Could be employees of the limited partnership
  • if an employee, receives an irs Form W-2 from limited partnership
  • Could receive guaranteed payment reported on Partner’s schedule   

    K-1, Form 1065
  • Could be another business entity

Tax Status: limited partnership is not a separate taxable entity

Potential for Associated Companies:     yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Partners are Covered
 
Eligible Class if General    
[Limited] Partners Covered:  Each full-time general partner[, limited partner] or employee of  

     the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

General Partner:   ordinary income as reported on the Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065  
     from the policyholder for the prior calendar year.  

Limited Partner:   if common law employee, see below. Guaranteed payments as reported  
     on the Partner’s schedule K-1 irs Form 1065 from the policyholder for the  
     prior calendar year. Will not cover ordinary income as reported on Partner’s  
     schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from policyholder. 

Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the  
     prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation  
     not considered basic wages or salary) 

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval.

• For General Partners whose ordinary income fluctuates from year to year, consider a two or three year average 
of ordinary income as reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from policyholder. if a substantial 
portion of earnings from the limited partnership for General Partners are guaranteed payments, consider either 
guaranteed payments (with or without ordinary income) as reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 
from policyholder, or net earnings from self-employment reported on Partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from 
policyholder.

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales 
representative for assistance.
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Corporations

Consider the following —

Name:      includes incorporated, inc., Corporation, Corp., limited, or ltd.

Potential Covered Persons:  Common law Employees
 
Shareholders:     • Must be common law employees of the corporation
      • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the policyholder
      • receives an irs Form W-2 from the corporation
      • dividends received as investor not considered 

Tax Status:    no irC subchapter s election made so corporation is a separate taxable entity

Potential for Associated Companies: yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Shareholders are Covered

Eligible Class:    Each full-time employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —  

Employee/Shareholders and Other 
Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the prior  

     calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation not  
     considered basic wages or salary). 

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definitions changes are subject to underwriting approval. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales 
representative for assistance.
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Subchapter S Corporations

Consider the following —

Name:  includes incorporated, inc., Corporation, Corp., limited, or ltd.

Potential Covered Persons:  • shareholders
   • Common law Employees

Shareholders:  • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the subchapter s corporation
   • Can be common law employees of the subchapter s corporation   

  • Can receive an irs Form W-2 from the subchapter s corporation  
  
Tax Status:  irC subchapter s election made so corporation is not a separate  

  taxable entity

Unique Characteristics:  • Created by tax election
   • is a corporation

Potential for Associated Companies: Possibly

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Shareholders are Covered

Eligible Class:  Each full-time shareholder or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Shareholder:  draw or salary received from the policyholder for the prior calendar year. *

Other Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the prior 
   calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation not   

  considered basic wages or salary). 

 
What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval. 

• For shareholders whose draw or salary fluctuates from year to year, consider a two or three year average. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits sales 
representative for assistance. 

* We administer as salary plus distributions other than dividends as reported on the Shareholder’s Schedule K-1,  
Line 16, Code D, IRS Form 1120S, from the policyholder for the prior calendar year.
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Professional Corporations/Professional Associations

Consider the following —

Name:           includes Professional Corporation, P.C., Professional association, or P.a.

Potential Covered Persons:  • shareholders
   • Common law Employees

Owners:  • if professional corporation, shareholders
   • if professional association, could be shareholders
   • Must be licensed professionals in same field
   • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the professional    

     corporation/professional association
   • if professional corporation, shareholders are common law employees of   

     the professional corporation
   • Professional corporation shareholders receive irs Form W-2 from the   

     professional corporation
   • Could be another business entity

Tax Status:  May be eligible to make subchapter s election

Potential for Associated Companies: yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Professional Corporation or Professional Association’s 
Shareholders are Covered

Eligible Class:  Each full-time shareholder or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Shareholder:  Whether or not a subchapter s election made:  draw or salary from the   
  policyholder for the prior calendar year. *

 
Other Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the   

  prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation   
  not considered basic wages or salary).

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval. 

• For professional associations that are taxed as partnerships, see Partnerships for standard earnings definition for  
partners and potential alternatives. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales  
representative for assistance.
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Professional Corporations/Professional Associations

Consider the following —

Name:           includes Professional Corporation, P.C., Professional association, or P.a.

Potential Covered Persons:  • shareholders
   • Common law Employees

Owners:  • if professional corporation, shareholders
   • if professional association, could be shareholders
   • Must be licensed professionals in same field
   • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the professional    

     corporation/professional association
   • if professional corporation, shareholders are common law employees of   

     the professional corporation
   • Professional corporation shareholders receive irs Form W-2 from the   

     professional corporation
   • Could be another business entity

Tax Status:  May be eligible to make subchapter s election

Potential for Associated Companies: yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Professional Corporation or Professional Association’s 
Shareholders are Covered

Eligible Class:  Each full-time shareholder or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Shareholder:  Whether or not a subchapter s election made:  draw or salary from the   
  policyholder for the prior calendar year. *

 
Other Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the   

  prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation   
  not considered basic wages or salary).

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval. 

• For professional associations that are taxed as partnerships, see Partnerships for standard earnings definition for  
partners and potential alternatives. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales  
representative for assistance.

Limited Liability Companies

Consider the following —

Name:  Must include limited liability Company, llC, lC, ltd., limited, or if 
   formed by professionals, Professional limited liability Company, 
   PllC, or PlC

Potential Covered Persons:    • Members
   • Common law Employees

Members:  • Must be at active work on a full-time basis for the limited liability  
     company

   • are not employees of the limited liability company
   • do not receive an irs Form W-2 from the limited liability company
   • Could be another business entity

Tax Status:    tax status is chosen when formed

Unique Characteristics:  • not a corporation
   • not a partnership

Potential for Associated Companies:   yes

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Members are Covered

Eligible Class:  Each full-time member or employee of the policyholder

Standard Earnings Definition —

Member:  if llC taxed as partnership: ordinary income as reported on the Partner’s  
  schedule K-1, irs Form 1065 from the policyholder for the prior 

   calendar year.

   if llC is taxed as a subchapter s corporation, draw or salary received from  
  the policyholder for the prior calendar year.*

 
   if llC is taxed as a subchapter C corporation, basic monthly pay (including  

  commissions) from the policyholder for  the prior calendar year (excludes  
  bonuses, overtime, and other compensation that is not considered basic  
  wages or salary).

   if llC is a single member llC:  draw or salary from the policyholder for the  
  prior calendar year.**

Common Law Employees:  Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policyholder for the  
  prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation  
  not considered basic wages or salary).

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Earnings definition changes are subject to underwriting approval. 
• See Partnerships and Subchapter S Corporations for potential alternative earnings definitions if the limited liability 

company is taxed as a partnership or as a subchapter s corporation. 
• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales 

representative for assistance.

* We will administer as salary plus distributions other than dividends as reported on the Shareholder’s Schedule K-1, 
Line 16, Code D, IRS Form 1120S from the policyholder for the prior calendar year.
** We will administer as draw plus salary because the single member limited liability company is a disregarded entity 
and is taxed as a sole proprietorship. 15
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Associated Companies

Consider the following —

name:  Policy must include the legal name because it is another business entity

Potential Covered Persons:  • owner(s) of the associated company
   • owner(s) must be at active work on a full-time basis for the associated  

     company or the policyholder depending on the specific facts
   • Common law employees of associated company

unique Characteristics:  • Business of the policyholder and business of the associated company  
     under common control

   • Common control through stock ownership, contract or other means

Our Standard Group Policy Language if Associated Companies and Their Owner(s) are Covered

Policy language will depend upon the specific facts of the situation. For example:

Situation 1: 
Corporation X owns 100% of the stock in Corporation y.  Corporation y is a subsidiary of Corporation X and both are 
subchapter C corporations.

Policyholder:      Corporation X
associated Company:     Corporation y
Covered Persons:     Common law employees of Corporation X and y
Eligible Class if shareholders of    
Corporation X covered:     Each full-time employee of the policyholder or an  
       associated company.

Standard Earnings Definition —    
Common law employees:    Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the policy 
       holder or an associated company for the prior calendar   
       year (excludes bonuses, overtime, and other compensation  
       not considered basic wages or salary). 
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Situation 2:
the shareholders of smith, White, and Brown, P.C. are William smith, P.C., Bruce White, P.C., and Walter Brown, 
P.C. William smith is the sole shareholder and employee of William smith, P.C., Bruce White is the sole shareholder 
and employee of Bruce White, P.C., and Walter Brown is the sole shareholder and employee of Walter Brown, P.C.  
all other employees are employed by smith, White, and Brown P.C.

Policyholder:
associated Companies:

Eligible Classes:
Class i
Class ii

smith, White, and Brown, P.C.
William smith, P.C.
Bruce White, P.C.
Walter Brown, P.C.

Each full-time employee of the policyholder.
Each full-time shareholder of an associated company who 
is active at work for the policyholder.



Situation 2:
(continued)

Standard Earnings Definition :
Class i

Class ii
For shareholders of a professional 
corporation that has not made a subchapter 
s election:

For shareholders of a professional corporation 
that has made a subchapter s election:

Monthly pay must be from your associated company and is only 
that portion of your monthly pay that you received solely for 
work you performed for the policyholder. Monthly pay means 
that portion of the monthly average of the amounts reported 
to you for the three (3) prior calendar years in Box 1, irs Form 
W-2 by your associated company and at line 16, Code d, of the 
shareholder’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1120s by your associated 
company that represent amounts attributable to work you 
performed for the policyholder. Monthly pay does not include 
any amount received by or reported to you or your associated 
company for work you performed for any other person or entity 
other than the policyholder. Monthly pay also does not include 
any of the following:  dividends, return of capital, interest, 
royalty, rental, any other income or compensation from the 
policyholder, your associated company, or any other amounts 
received from any other source or any other compensation of 
any type.

What if Standard Group Policy Language Does Not Meet Their Needs?

• Covering associated companies is subject to underwriting approval. 

• Unique situations should be discussed with underwriting. Contact your Assurant Employee Benefits’ sales  
   representative for assistance.
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Basic monthly pay (including commissions) from the 
policyholder for the prior calendar year (excludes bonuses, 
overtime, and other compensation not considered basic wages 
or salary). 

Monthly pay must be from your associated company and is 
only that portion of monthly pay that you received solely for 
work performed for the policyholder. Monthly pay means that 
monthly average of draw and salary from your associated 
company for the three (3) prior calendar years that represents 
draw and salary attributable to work you performed for 
the policyholder. Monthly pay does not include any amount 
received by or reported to you or your associated company 
for work you performed for any person or entity other than 
the policyholder. Monthly pay also does not include any 
of the following: bonuses, overtime, dividends, return of 
capital, interest, royalty, rental, any other compensation not 
considered by us as salary, any other income or compensation 
from the policyholder, your associated company, or any other 
amounts received from any other source or any other type of 
compensation. 



Standard Earnings Definitions

For W-2 employees of an employer (other than shareholders of a subchapter S corporation, 
professional corporation, professional association):

Basic pay from the policyholder or an associated company. Bonuses, overtime, and other compensation not 
considered as basic wages or salary are not included. However, commissions received during the prior full calendar 
year will be included. if you have been eligible to receive commissions for less than a full calendar year, standard 
pay will include commissions received during the time you were eligible to receive them.

if you are an hourly employee, standard pay will be based on your hourly rate of pay, but not on more than 40 
hours per week.

For partners of a partnership or members of a limited liability company treated as a 
partnership for federal income tax purposes:

ordinary income as reported on the partner’s schedule K-1, irs Form 1065, from the partnership/policyholder for 
the prior calendar year.*

For shareholders of a subchapter S corporation, or professional corporation, or professional 
association which has made a subchapter S election:

draw or salary received from the subchapter s corporation/policyholder for the prior calendar year**

For shareholders of a professional corporation or professional association which has not 
made a subchapter S election:

draw or salary from the professional corporation/professional association/policyholder for the prior 
calendar year.***

For sole proprietors:

draw or salary from the sole proprietorship/policyholder for the prior calendar year.****

For members of a limited liability company:

Monthly pay will be determined in the same manner as for a partner of a partnership or owner of a sole 
proprietorship as appropriate.

* Subject to underwriter approval may change to include guaranteed payments or net earnings from self-employment 
both as reported on the Partner’s Schedule K-1, IRS Form 1065, from the partnership/policyholder for the prior calendar 
year.
** We administer as salary plus distributions other than dividends as reported on the Shareholder’s Schedule K-1, Line 16, 
Code D from the subchapter S corporation/policyholder for the prior calendar year.
*** We administer as draw plus salary from the professional corporation/professional association/policyholder for the 
prior calendar year.
**** We administer as draw plus salary from the sole proprietorship/policyholder for the prior calendar year.
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